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Abstract: Alternative medicine techniques such as music therapy have been a recent interest of
medical practitioners and researchers. Significant clinical evidence suggests that music has a positive
influence over pain, stress and anxiety for the patients of cancer, pre and post surgery, insomnia,
child birth, end of life care, etc. Similarly, the technologies of Internet of Things (IoT), Body Area
Networks (BAN) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been playing a vital role to improve
the health and safety of the population through offering continuous remote monitoring facilities
and immediate medical response. In this article, we propose a novel ANN enabled IoT architecture
to integrate music therapy with BAN and ANN for providing immediate assistance to patients by
automating the process of music therapy. The proposed architecture comprises of monitoring the
body parameters of patients using BAN, categorizing the disease using ANN and playing music of
the most appropriate type over the patient’s handheld device, when required. In addition, the ANN
will also exploit Music Analytics such as the type and duration of music played and its impact over
patient’s body parameters to iteratively improve the process of automated music therapy. We detail
development of a prototype Android app which builds a playlist and plays music according to the
emotional state of the user, in real time. Data for pulse rate, blood pressure and breath rate has
been generated using Node-Red, and ANN has been created using Google Colaboratory (Colab).
MQTT broker has been used to send generated data to Android device. The ANN uses binary and
categorical cross-entropy loss functions, Adam optimiser and ReLU activation function to predict the
mood of patient and suggest the most appropriate type of music.
Keywords: music therapy; alternative medicine; Artificial Neural Networks; Body Area Networks;
Internet of Things

1. Introduction
Various innovative uses of music have been discovered by researchers, apart from just being used
for entertainment purposes. Music does not only positively affect the mood of healthy individuals
but it also has a tendency to reduce the stress of patients [1]. Music therapy refers to a form of
alternative medicine where music is used to impact the physical, social, emotional or cognitive health
of individuals or groups. This therapy can involve various activities, such as listening to prerecorded
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or live vocal or instrumental compositions, listening to nature sounds such as waterfall or chirping
birds, listening to religious recitations, playing an instrument or singing; all these activities can take
place individually or in a group. When a patient listens to any form of music, it is referred to as passive
music therapy, whereas when he participates in activities such as singing or playing an instrument,
the therapy is referred to as active.
Although music cannot cure or prevent diseases, it has been known to reduce the stress, anxiety
and possibly pain, in patients of critical illnesses. Past clinical studies have reported various forms
of music therapy to positively influence over the well-being of individuals suffering from stress or
anxiety due to cancer, insomnia, dental treatment, pre and post surgery phases, autism/disabilities
and childbirth. Furthermore, there has also been evidence for the positive role of music for the elderly
receiving end of life care. Despite the possible enormous advantage of music therapy, its use in clinical
practice has been limited due to the lack of resources and lack of awareness/acceptance among the
medical professionals and patients alike. Clearly, for conducting the physical music therapy sessions,
the dedicated services of music experts and physicians are required. Furthermore, the patients are also
required to visit the clinical facilities to receive these therapy sessions. Therefore, in case the process of
music therapy can be automated using advanced information technologies, there is a high probability
the service can be extended to a large number of populations without incurring heavy costs.
There have been various communication and computing technologies used in the domain of
healthcare. Over the past decade, the focus of these technologies has widely been shifted for remotely
monitoring and reporting the vital parameters of human body for urgent service delivery. In this
context, there have been emerging proposals on using mobile, computing and wearable devices
for analysis of health and emotional states of people in order to improve the health, well-being,
social interactions and over all user experiences [2]. Two major technologies which have increasingly
been integrated with the monitoring and diagnostics systems include Internet of Things (IoT) and
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Body Area Network (BAN) or Wireless Body Area Network
(WBAN) is a major domain of IoT which has been used for various e-health applications.
BAN or WBAN is defined as a wireless network of wearable mobile devices capable to collect
physiological data from the human body and communicate the same to remote and/or mobile devices
of healthcare service providers [3]. Recent advances in the area of BAN even propose to use smart
clothing (e-textile) for collecting information about physiological parameters such as blood oxygen,
temperature or electrocardiogram. ANN refers to a computation model that is designed based on
biological neural network. ANN converges over time based on inputs and outputs and offers help in
making optimal decisions for healthcare sector.
As described above, music therapy has not been automated as yet. There exists an opportunity
to provide music therapy to the patients via mobile application which would reduce their anxiety
level at minimum possible cost. Therefore, in this article, we propose a novel architecture to integrate
the technique of music therapy with BAN and ANN. BAN would be deployed for sensing the body
parameters; ANN will use this data for identifying the stress level or disease and would subsequently
map the information to appropriate type of music which will be played on the patient’s hand-held
device. Detailed Music Analytics will be performed by the ANN to identify the impact of music played
over the patient’s physiological parameters and the choice of music shall be iteratively optimised.
Finally, the information about patient’s condition shall be stored on the cloud platform and will also
be transmitted to the medical service provider using BAN infrastructure.
To illustrate the proposed ANN enabled architecture, we developed a high level prototype in the
form of an Android mobile app. In the present form of prototype, the test data (simulating human
pulse rate, breath rate and blood pressure) has been generated via Node-Red and is transmitted to
the Android app using MQTT Broker. The TensorFlow ANN running locally on the hand-held device
has been designed to predict the user’s mood as either “Normal”, “Stressed” or “Exercising” in real
time and suggest the music to be played. The Android app serves as an automated media player,
changing the type of music played based on the user’s mood. Moreover, the app also allows the
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user to play music of his own choice in case his mood is detected as “normal”. Here, it is important
to note that the developed Android app has the capability for replacing the existing media player
applications that people generally have in their smart phones. To ensure this, we have added the
music directories of patient preferred music, and music that should be played during the workout
sessions, in addition to the music files specific to anxiety management. Source code for both the app
and accompanying Node-Red/TensorFlow can be found on github at RoryNesbitt/MusicTherapy
(https://github.com/RoryNesbitt/MusicTherapy).
In summary, the contributions of this article are as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

To conduct a detailed review of recent clinical studies to identify the impact of music
therapy over patients of different diseases and to assess the role of BAN and ANN for the
healthcare applications.
To propose IoT sensors for sensing and communicating diverse patient data to the remote stations.
To propose a novel IoT architecture for integration of BAN, ANN and music therapy to ensure
timely delivery of music therapy in automated fashion.
To develop the ANN model to enhance the impact of automated music therapy by predicting the
most appropriate type of music for each disease, customised based on the vitals of each patient.
To provide a working proof of concept that demonstrates how IoT, ANN and BAN can work
together to provide an automated deliverance of Music Therapy in the form of an Android App.

The rest of this paper has been organised as follows: Section 2 describes the motivation behind
developing an ANN enabled IoT architecture for music therapy; Section 3 presents a detailed review
of music therapy techniques being used in the clinical settings and their impact; Section 4 describes the
concepts and deployment of BAN for medical applications; Section 5 discusses the use of ANN for
healthcare applications; Section 6 presents the proposed architecture integrating the music therapy
technique with BAN and ANN; Section 7 details the design and high level prototype app developed to
practically envision the proposed architecture; Section 8 describes some of the foreseen challenges for
implementing the proposed architecture; Section 9 presents the discussion on state of the art of the
developed prototype and the implications of such research and finally, Section 10 concludes the paper
and offers the directions for future research.
2. Motivation
Although it has been proved by various past studies that music therapy, BAN and ANN,
individually can provide numerous benefits to the patients and medical experts, to the best of our
knowledge, no previous study has integrated these three techniques yet. For example, the authors
in [4] developed an EEG-Based Brain Computer Interface to encourage participation of the patients in
music-making process which could improve their effective state; however, no framework has been
presented to automate the music therapy process for the patients of various diseases.
At present, there is no concept of automated music therapy at medical facilities. Mostly,
the patients as an individual or group receive different forms of therapy at a certain time, regardless
of their physiological status. Sometimes the patients gather at a dedicated room, where a certified
therapist plays live music or facilitate the patients to sing or play the musical instruments themselves;
otherwise, the therapy is arranged privately at the patient’s hospital room. In such settings, there
is a need to hire certified music professionals, and the patients need to be physically present at the
facility. However, there could be delays in providing the music therapy to patients or could be errors
in detecting the most appropriate type of music for treating a specific disease as no measurements of
stress levels are generally involved during these sessions. In addition, therapy is not customised in
accordance with the patients’ needs as all the participants receive similar therapy regardless of the
differences in the diseases and stress level among the group of patients.
Furthermore, the sustainability of using music therapy as a treatment option has remained hard
to achieve. Many times, the patients receive music therapy while hospitalised but once they return
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home, they find no means of continuing this therapy. It is clearly not feasible for the majority of the
patients to afford the dedicated service of music experts [5]. Therefore, if the music therapy can be
integrated with emerging technologies of BAN, it would become possible to automate the delivery of
this service and the patients will be enabled to get the treatment independently in a cost effective way.
In addition to proposing the use of BAN to automate the delivery of music therapy to the patients,
the use of ANN has also been suggested in this paper. ANN offers the healthcare sector numerous
benefits due to the training facilities it offers: the neural networks can learn from historical data of
vital signs and can predict the future health state of patients. Based on this feature of ANN, it has
been proposed in this article that the history of patient’s vitals should be taken as an input for the
ANN; the ANN would generate output to identify whether the patient is “stressed”. This ANN output
will then be used to play the music of most appropriate type. Initially, the selection of music shall
be decided based on the findings of previous studies. Over time, the ANN will learn the impact of
music played over the patient’s stress level and will develop the ability to predict the most appropriate
music type and duration in accordance with the specific requirements of each patient. Hence, BAN in
integration with ANN would ensure quality delivery of music therapy to the patients.
3. Studies on Impact of Music Therapy
This section briefly reviews the results of recent clinical studies reported by the reputed medical
journals for the impact of music therapy on patients.
3.1. Impact on Mental Stress
The impact of nature sounds in combination with sedative music has been evaluated in [6] by
using a music biofeedback system for healthy adults. The biofeedback is a mind-body technique where
users learn how they can control their specific body processes to improve their emotional, mental and
physical health. In this system, biofeedback instruments are used to collect data of vital parameters
such as heart rate, respiration rate and blood pressure. In [6], a biofeedback system was used during
relaxation exercises where nature sounds were aimed at responding to the physiological data of the
users and music was targeted to induce calmness and to evoke positive emotions. The experiments
were conducted by evaluating the stress level of participants after they had experienced some stressful
activity. It was found that when nature sounds, sedative music and biofeedback systems are used in
integration, the heart rate variability of the users improves.
3.2. Impact on Postsurgery Patients
Various studies have been conducted to identify the role of music therapy for the patients receiving
postoperative care followed by open heart surgery. The study in [7] was administered by dividing
60 patients into control and experimental groups, who had been moved to the intensive care unit
followed by the open-heart surgery. The patients from the experimental group were provided with
headphones to listen to nonverbal music after 30 min of surgery, whereas no intervention was provided
to the control group. The music played during the intervention was sedative which did not have any
lyrics and had a sustained melodic quality. Furthermore, the rate of music was 60–80 beats per minute
and it did not have percussion or strong lyrics. The music was selected by an expert considering the
cultural aspects of the patients’ society.
The physiological parameters, oxygen saturation, respiratory rate, pulse rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure of patients from both groups were measured. It was found that the experimental group
had significant differences in the pulse rate, oxygen saturation and systolic blood pressure. Therefore,
listening to favourite music postsurgery, the pain of patients may reduce.
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3.3. Impact on Cancer Patients
Electroencephalography (EEG) data has been used in [8] to evaluate the role of music therapy
for the emotional state of cancer patients at a palliative care facility. The study targeted assessing the
emotional attributes of patients including anxiety, anger, stress and depression. The patient preferred
music was played during the therapy sessions which belonged to both the categories of vocal and
instrumental and also both genres of classic and popular were included.
The emotional response of the participants was collected to compare the impact of participating
in a music therapy session versus being provided with company. It was found that the patients who
participated in music therapy were found to be emotionally relaxed, whereas there was no change in
the emotional state of the patients who received company for the same duration. Hence, it has come to
the light that the music therapy can provide emotional support to the cancer patients.
3.4. Impact on Dental Anxiety
It has been shown by several studies that dental anxiety can be reduced by the use of music
therapy techniques, as detailed in Table 1. A pilot study was conducted [9] to observe the impact of
listening music over patients undergoing Minor Oral Surgery (MOS). Patients were provided with
earphones and instrumental music was played during the oral treatment. The vital sign (heart rate)
was measured and it was found that the heart rate reduced. It has been therefore found that music
therapy can reduce the hindrances for dental care and management.
3.5. Affecting Patients of Insomnia
In a recent study [10], it was identified that Chinese Calligraphy handwriting (CCH) and
traditional Chinese Guqin music may help the patients to deal with primary insomnia. The study
subjects were classified as control group, Guqin group and calligraphy group. The control group
remained in rest condition, whereas Guqin group received Chinese music therapy and the
calligraphy group did calligraphy writing. Heart rate variability (HRV) and frontal midline (FZ)
electroencephalographic signals were recorded for the subjects during the period of intervention.
Heart rate of the patients from Guqin group was found to reduce significantly after intervention. FZ δ,
FZ θ and FZ α waves showed enhanced effect in Guqin and Calligraphy group. The Calligraphy group
also showed better performance as compared to the control group. Therefore, it was found that when
the Chinese music is coupled with calligraphy, it provides the best results in terms of improving the
mental and physical health of patients.
3.6. Effects on Cardiac Health
Music therapy intervention was provided to healthy Indian males for 30 days to assess its impact
over cardiac health [1]. Eighty participants were divided into experimental and control groups.
The music therapy intervention was based on Raga Todi of Indian Classical Music, and a 20-min
long instrumental session was provided to the patients from experimental group; the control group
remained at rest and did not receive any therapy. The impact of this intervention was monitored by
comparing the blood pressure, heart rate and pulse rate of control and experimental groups. It was
found that all the parameters measured showed a significant reduction at the end of intervention
period for the experimental group. Therefore, it is concluded that Raga Todi of Indian Classical Music
has the capability to positively impact cardiac health.
3.7. Impact for Study and Exercise
Although the main focus of music therapy is for emotional well-being, it has been stated in a
recent study that music can also be a positive influence when performing a task such as study or
exercise [11]. The authors concluded that an emotion-based recommendation system would have
positive benefits; however, it is important that it takes into account the personal preference of the person
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it is recommending to, such as their energy level and situational context. Similarly, another study [12]
reported that music therapy could play a positive role for improving social skills and emotional
expressions, resolving psychological conflicts and enhancing the impulse control and motor function.
Furthermore, music therapy also has a potential to improve cognitive functions such as memory
and attention.
3.8. Types of Music and IoT Sensors for Diverse Diseases
In light of the review conducted, it has been identified that various types of music play a positive
role for treating specific diseases. These findings have been summarised in Table 1 including the types
of music and body parameters used to monitor the impact of music on patient. Furthermore, we also
propose the potential sensors which can be integrated with BAN for monitoring each of the clinical
scenario which the past studies have analysed. Moreover, we have suggested these sensors that are in
line with existing BAN applications [3]. In addition, a smart phone shall be used wherever possible,
for example, for monitoring sleep time. In addition, we have suggested to use Electrochemical Cortisol
Sensor developed by [13] for detection of Cortisol which is a hormone used for detecting stress in the
human body. The Cortisol sensor has not been integrated with BAN in the past and this would be an
interesting direction of future research to integrate it with the BAN.
As seen from Table 1, different variations of music such as instrumental, vocal, popular, classical,
nature sounds and religious recitations have been used to improve the recovery or relaxation rate of
the patients. However, it is to be noted that for most of these studies, music experts selected the music
which was culturally appropriate or preferred by the population groups. In addition, in some cases,
the patients participated in the process of selecting music.
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Table 1. State of the art: Diseases, Music Therapy, Monitored Parameters and Sensors.
Disease

Studied Population
Elective inguinal hernia
surgery Patients [14]
Elective Surgery
Patients [15]

Postoperative
Management

Cancer

Type of Music Used
Patient preferred music
Patient preferred music

Parameter/s Monitored

Study Findings

Proposed Sensor(s)

Heart rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure
Heart rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure

Patient’s anxiety was reduced and
satisfaction was improved
Anxiety, heart rate, respiratory rate
and blood pressure reduced

Pulse rate sensor,
Blood Pressure sensor
Pulse rate sensor,
Blood Pressure sensor
Pulse rate sensor

Hospitalized Pregnant
Women [16]

Humming with 2 Lyre
instruments: Swedish
and German

Heart rate variability

HRV and anxiety reduced, no
impact observed on stress

Angiography
Patients [17]

Patient preferred
sedative music

Heart rate, respiratory rate,
systolic and diastolic blood
pressure

Systolic blood pressure and pain of
the patients reduced

Composed pieces of music

Salivary Cortisol

Classic and self-selected
relaxing music

Heart rate variability

Open heart surgery
patients [7]

Sedative music

Oxygen saturation, respiratory
rate, pulse rate, systolic &
diastolic blood pressure

Cardiac Surgery
patients [20]

live relaxing oud music

Heart rates, serum cortisol levels

Abdominal surgery
patients [21]

Instrumental Music

Systolic arterial blood pressure

Open acute appendicitis
surgery patients [22]

Muslim Prayer &
nature sounds

Blood Pressure and Heart rate

Composed pieces of music

Salivary Cortisol

Patients with
Autism/Disabilities [18]
Healthy young Chinese
males [19]

Children suffering from
Leukemia [23]
Patients Receiving
Chemotherapy [24]
Advanced Cancer
Patients [8]
Chemotherapy
Patients [25]
Lung Cancer
patients [26]
Chemotherapy
Patients [27]

Classical music and Turkish
maqams
Vocal & Instrumental Classic
& Popular

Diastolic blood pressure
EEG-based emotion detection

Patient preferred music

Blood pressure, heart rate

Slow-tempo & low-pitched
music

Systolic blood pressures and
respiration rate

Instrumental, traditional,
classical & religious music

Pulse rate and blood pressure

Stress levels of patients were
reduced
Classic music had a better influence
on stress levels
Systolic blood pressure, oxygen
saturation and pulse rate were
reduced
Pain and anxiety scores, respiratory
and heart rates and Cortisol level
reduces
Systolic blood pressure reduced,
and patients’ satisfaction score was
higher
Intraoperative heart rates and
postoperative pain scores were
reduced
Stress level reduced indicated by the
reduction in Cortisol level
Anxiety levels and diastolic blood
pressure reduced
Anxiety, tiredness and breathing
difficulties were reduced
Anxiety, blood pressure, heart and
pain were reduced
Diastolic blood pressure and heart
rate reduced
Systolic blood pressure reduced,
insignificant impact on pulse rate
and diastolic blood pressure

Pulse rate sensor,
Flowmeter,
Blood Pressure sensor
Electrochemical Cortisol
Sensor
Pulse rate sensor
Pulse Oximetry Sensor,
Pulse rate sensor,
Blood Pressure sensor
Pulse rate sensor,
Electrochemical Cortisol
Sensor
Blood Pressure sensor
Blood Pressure sensor,
Pulse rate sensor.
Electrochemical Cortisol
Sensor
Blood Pressure sensor
Brain activity Sensor
(Electrode)
Blood Pressure sensor,
pulse rate sensor
Blood Pressure sensor,
flowmeter
Pulse rate sensor &
Blood Pressure sensor
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Table 1. Cont.
Disease

Insomnia

Dental Anxiety

Studied Population

Type of Music Used

Parameter/s Monitored

Study Findings

Proposed Sensor(s)

Patients with Primary
Insomnia [10]

Chinese Guqin Music

Heart rate variability &
Event-Related evoked Potentials
(ERPs)

Physical and mental health was
improved, and Insomnia conditions
were reduced

Students with Delayed
Sleep latency
complaints [28]

432 Hz music

EEG, ECG, electromyography
(EMG), nasal airflow, thoracic
movement, nasal saturation etc.

Sleep latency was reduced

Insomnia Disorder
patients [29]

Patient preferred
Bedtime music

Blood Oxygen Saturation (BOS),
Breathing Rate, Brain Activity,
Heart Rate

Insomnia severity was reduced

Adults with Sleep
disturbances [30]

Buddhist music

Brain Activity and sleep time

Subjective total sleep time increased

Pulse rate sensor,
Brain activity Sensor
(Electrode)
Brain activity Sensor
(Electrode), Pulse rate
sensor, EMG Sensor,
Flowmeter
Pulse rate sensor,
Brain activity Sensor
(Electrode), Flowmeter,
Pulse Oximetry Sensor
Brain activity Sensor
(Electrode), Smart phone

Indian classical instrumental
music (Raag Sohni)

Pulse rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure

Pulse rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure decreased
Anxiety, pain, discomfort and heart
rate reduced
Physiological parameters and
anxiety reduced
Anxiety was reduced but no impact
was observed on the
oxygen saturation
Blood pressure and heart
rate reduced

Pediatric Dentistry
Patients [31]
Minor Oral Surgery
Patients [9]
Endodontic (Root Canal)
Treatment Patients [32]
School going children
during dental
treatment [33]
Adults undergoing
Dental Extraction [34]
Healthy Indian Males [1]

Cardiac Risks,
Stress & Relaxation

Healthy German
Adults [35]
Healthy Young Adults
from Netherlands [6]

Instrumental Music

Heart rate variability

Instrumental & Vocal Music

Heart rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure)

Mozart Music

Heart Rate and
Oxygen Saturation

Indian Classical Music

Systolic, diastolic blood pressure
and heart rate

Indian Classical Todi
Raga Music

Blood pressure, pulse rate and
respiratory rate

Live Monochord Music

Heart rate variability

Nature sounds and Sedative
music

Heart rate variability

Blood pressure, pulse rate and
respiratory rate reduced
HRV and associated depression
level reduced
HRV, anxiety and arousal
rate reduced

Pulse rate sensor,
Blood Pressure sensor
Pulse rate sensor
Blood Pressure sensor,
Pulse rate sensor
Pulse rate Sensor and
Pulse Oximetry sensor
Blood Pressure sensor,
Pulse rate sensor
Blood Pressure sensor,
Pulse rate sensor
Pulse rate sensor
Pulse rate sensor
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Table 1. Cont.
Disease

End of Life Care

Misc.

Studied Population

Type of Music Used

Elderly at Turkish
Nursing Home [36]

Turkish Traditional
& Sufi Music
Active or Passive Live
Musical performance of
patient preferred music

Hospice Care Italian
Patients [37]

Parameter/s Monitored

Study Findings

Proposed Sensor(s)

Systolic blood pressure

Systolic blood pressure and
depression scores reduced

Blood Pressure sensor

Blood pressure, oxygen saturation
and anxiety reduced

Blood Pressure sensor,
Pulse oximetry sensor

Blood pressure reduced

Blood Pressure sensor,
Pulse rate sensor, flowmeter

Respiration rate and anxiety
reduced blood pressure and heart
rate did not

Blood Pressure,
Pulse rate sensor
and flowmeter

Anxiety and heart rate was reduced

Pulse rate sensor

Blood pressure and pulse
rate reduced
Nervous system stability of infants
and anxiety scores of parents
expected to improve

Blood Pressure and Pulse
rate sensor

Systolic and Diastolic Blood
Pressure and Blood Oxygen
Saturation.
Systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, heart rate,
and respiration rate

Turkish Dementia
Patients [38]

Turkish Classical Music

Patients receiving
PET/CT scans [39]

Live music by Trained music
therapist and musician

Generlized Anxiety
Disorder Patients [40]
University Students with
Exam Stress [41]

Rabindra Sangeet based on
Raga Bhairabi
Classical Western and
Turkish music

Preterm Infants [42]

Lullaby

Heart Rate Variability (HRV)

Women with
depression [35]

Patent Preferred Music

Heart Rate Variability (HRV),
Salivary Cortisol

HRV and depressive
symptoms reduced

Nursing Students with
Exam Stress [43]

Relaxing Music

Blood pressure, Heart rate,
Salivary Cortisol,
oxygen saturation

Blood pressure, heart rate and
Cortisol level reduced

Blood pressure, Pulse rate and
respirations per minute (RPM)
Heart Rate Variability (HRV)
Pulse rate and Blood Pressure

Pulse rate sensor
Pulse rate sensor and
Electrochemical
Cortisol Sensor
Blood Pressure,
Pulse oximetry and pulse
rate sensor and
Electrochemical
Cortisol Sensor
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4. Body Area Networks in Medical Environment
Using BAN for healthcare applications has been receiving huge attention of healthcare
practitioners and researchers alike. It has been observed by various studies that using BAN can
significantly improve the quality of life as well as life expectancy of the patients through offering
remote monitoring facilities. Some applications of BAN include monitoring body temperature, heart
rate, physical activity level and to detect falls [3]. To support the BAN, other technologies such as
mobile application development (to notify the users) and energy harvesting (to provide continuous
power to the wearable devices) have been integrated to further optimise its functionality.
One of the recent proposals on using BAN for healthcare has been made in [44] with a focus on
employee safety at the industrial workplace environment. A simple architecture has been developed
by the authors where the technologies of WBAN, Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) and
IoT have been used for continuous monitoring and reporting of environmental parameters such
as carbon dioxide presence, ultraviolet radiation, ambient temperature and relative humidity and
physiological parameters (body temperature and heart rate) of the workers. The proposed BAN
architecture can play a key role for improving the health and safety of industrial employees who often
work in hazardous environments.
Prioritising data generated from WBAN has been proposed in [45] to efficiently deal with the
emergency situations. The authors proposed a disease-centric health-care management system by
integrating WBAN with multiple health-cloud service providers (H-CSP). The coexisting WBANs are
categorised into different Disease-centric Patient Groups (DPGs) based on the level of urgency. It has
been found that the proposed system can improve the throughput, delay and cost-effectiveness while
guaranteeing the critical communication during emergency situations.
5. Artificial Neural Networks for Healthcare Applications
ANN has increasingly been used for various healthcare services such as diagnosis and informed
decision making [46]. Some of the studies have also proposed to use ANN in combination with the
wearable devices or BAN to improve the health and life quality of the users. In [47], Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) has been used for predicting the user’s level of physical activity based on the
parameters of temperature, humidity, average activity level, sleep hours, mean heart rate, asthma and
lung disease probability index, fine dust in the environment, travel distance, cadence and skin disease
probability index. Since all of the parameters selected by authors continuously keep on changing,
the model developed predicts what level of physical activity the user will need each day.
Similarly, in [46], ANNs have been used for modelling the relationship between human body
temperature, the skin temperature and the temperature of wearable noninvasive temperature
monitoring device. The model has been successful to reduce the reaction time as compared to when
only wearable temperature sensor was used. In another study [48], the authors used ANN to identify
the presence of lung cancer in the human body. A range of patient’s symptoms have been used as input
to the neural network including yellow fingers, anxiety, coughing, wheezing, fatigue, chronic diseases,
shortness of breath, chest pain, difficulty in swallowing and allergy. The proposed ANN model was
able to detect lung cancer with an accuracy of 96.7%.
6. ANN-Enabled IoT Architecture
This section presents the novel architecture for integrating the music therapy with BAN and
ANN as graphically illustrated by Figure 1. Furthermore, the details of ANN architecture have been
presented in Figure 2.
Figure 1 shows abstract view of the proposed architecture where the body parameters of patient
are collected via wearable or implanted sensors forming the core BAN. These sensors continuously
monitor the required physiological parameters such as heart rate, blood pressure, muscle movement,
thoracic movement, brain activity, blood oxygen saturation and temperature. Any one or combination
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of these parameters may be monitored based on the requirement of the patients and suggestion of the
medical experts. The threshold level for each patient would be decided based on various parameters
such as age, past disease history, physical fitness level, etc. Predefined threshold values will be stored
with the BAN cocoordinator (hand-held device/gateway node) and until the value remains below
threshold, the sensors would continue to periodically monitor the data. As soon as a value above
threshold is detected, the input shall be provided to the ANN architecture maintained over cloud
which would in turn suggest the music to be played. The detailed working of ANN architecture will
be described later in this section.

Figure 1. System level illustration and relevant components for integrating and ANN, BAN and
music therapy.

Figure 2. Graphical illustration of proposed ANN enabled IoT Architecture for music therapy.

Subsequently, as indicated by Figure 1, wherever appropriate, an emergency alert or data log
would be sent to the medical service provider over Internet, to ensure quick service delivery or
contacting patients when necessary. The physicians may also be given a chance to supersede the
decisions made by ANN by recommending music type other than what was suggested by ANN.
The database would be maintained at the medical server for later access by experts or patients.
Furthermore, it is expected that ANN would converge over time by taking feedback from the
BAN and performing detailed Music Analytics. This feedback will involve information about the
impact of playing previously suggested music for the patient; in this context, the BAN will send
details about the patient’s vital parameters followed by the playing of music. Based on this feedback,
ANN would optimise its decision for future, focusing on the aspects such as genre/type of music to be
played and the playing duration. As a result of this optimisation, it is expected that the correlation
between disease/patient condition and the choice of music will even improve.
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6.1. ANN Architecture
An Artificial Neural Network, such as proposed in this article, is made from several layers
or neurons, a loss function and an optimiser. The proposed working of each component in ANN
illustrated by Figure 2 is described as below:
Input Layer: This layer accepts the input from the BAN in the form of parameter sensed
and forwards to the hidden layer.
Hidden Layer: This layer is divided into two sublayers: “Diseases” and “music”. The parameter
is mapped to one of the most appropriate diseases and subsequently to the most appropriate type of
music type/song. The identified music is provided to the output layer.
Output Layer: This layer provides the name of the music files to be played as an output to the
BAN. Finally, the BAN coordinator will play the music available on the handheld device.
As seen from above, input data is sent to the first layer of ANN, from which it is sent through
hidden layers and finally ends with a predicted output. During this process, the loss function provides
the network with a path it needs to take in order to improve its knowledge of the input data, and the
optimiser improves this by changing the weights of each neuron and then trying again to get a better
prediction. Changing weights alters the extent to which the input neurons affect the final result;
this implies that some parts of the input data may have a higher impact over output variables as
compared to others.
6.2. ANN Loss Functions
The loss functions in ANN are used to compute the quantity that a model should seek to minimise
during training. Binary Cross Entropy model used in this work performs binary classification tasks [49].
We initially used this model to identify whether the person has anxiety or not. Furthermore, when the
multiclassification problem was solved where we needed to identify whether the person’s mood is
normal, stressed or whether they are doing exercise, the Categorical Cross Entropy model was used
since there were more than 2 classes [50]. The following equation has been used to compute the
categorical cross entropy loss function:
output size

Loss = −

∑

yi . log ŷi

(1)

i =1

where y is the predicted output with three values of mood, and ŷi is the ith value in the scalar output
of moods array and yi is the target value of mood, which is normal since we wanted to play the music
such that the mood can return to normal. The size of output will be the number of values in the output
model which is 3 for our trained model.
Furthermore, the binary cross entropy model is computed as the average of (1), as given below [49]:
Loss = −

1
output size

output size

∑

yi . log ŷi + (1 − yi ) . log(1 − ŷi )

(2)

i =1

6.3. ANN Optimiser
Optimisers in machine learning are used to update the attributes of neural network such as
learning rate and weights to minimise the losses [51]. In this work, the Adaptive Moment Estimation
(Adam) optimiser has been used to minimise the difference between the predicted mood and collected
mood data. It updated the weights of the training data iteratively. Adam has been used because of
the advantages it offers including straightforward and simplistic implementation, high computation
efficiency, little memory requirements and adaptive learning rate for each weight. Adam works on the
logic of reaching minimum slowly instead of jumping instantaneously to it. Therefore, the momentums
of first and second order of the loss function are used. Adam exponentially decays the average of past
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gradients M(t). The parameter of momentum is used for reducing the high variance and softening the
convergence. The equations for M(t) and V(t) used by Adam are given below [51]:
In (3) and (4), first moment provides mean and the second moment presents uncentered variance
of the gradient for the loss function detailed earlier in (1) and (2).
m̂t =

mt
1 − βt1

(3)

v̂t =

vt
1 − βt2

(4)

where, βt1 = 0.9, and βt2 = 0.999.
Finally, the parameter (predicted mood in our case) is updated using (5):
θ t +1 = θ t − √

η
m̂t
v̂t + e

(5)

where, η = learning rate, and e = 10−8 .
6.4. ANN Activation Function
The activation function Rectified Linear activation function (ReLU) was used to translate the
summed weighted inputs presented above, into outputs. ReLU has recently become a default
function of may types of ANN due to the simplicity of training process and capacity to achieve
better performance. ReLU is a nonlinear function that maps the same input to the output if input is
above 0 and outputs 0 otherwise. Mathematically, ReLU is stated as [52]:
f ( x ) = max ( x, 0)

(6)

For our system, the ReLU was used to compare the previous mood data with the currently
collected one; this information was then used to inform the media player whether to continue the same
music or if there is a need to change it.
7. Implementation Details
As a major contribution of this article, we developed an Android mobile application to illustrate
the proposed ANN enabled architecture for music therapy. Human mood data was simulated to predict
the levels of anxiety and the appropriate music was played accordingly. Each phase of implementation
has been explained in this section.
7.1. Design of Android App
The Android application has been designed to have a simple yet effective interface. The app
does not require any user intervention and would play the music in case stress is detected. On the
other hand, the patient may also use the application as a usual music player, only when stress is not
detected. The major screens designed for the prototype app including home, dashboard and controls
are illustrated in Figure 3.
The home screen just shows a welcome message and the icon. The dashboard screen is set up
to show all the vital data collected from the patient as well as the health state based on this data.
Initially, the design included brain activity, but later it was changed to the breath rate considering the
challenges associated with collecting the EEG data. The final dashboard design has been shown in
Figure 4, where the vitals are displayed until the dashboard remains connected to the patient’s device
and shows the status “disconnected” otherwise.
The third page is for controlling the music. It displays the name of the song at the top with
controls to stop the music or skip the song. There is no option to play the stopped song as the user’s
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mood may have changed since it was paused, meaning that particular track is no longer relevant to
them. By forcing a skip, it allows for the app to check the current mood and rebuild the playlist if it
has changed.

Figure 3. Screens of Android music therapy app.

Figure 4. Dashboard screen of Android app.

7.2. Generating Test Data
For developing the prototype, the automatic sensing from BAN has not been considered for the
sake of avoiding human subjects and relevant ethical concerns. Hence, the first step of implementing
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the proof of concept app was to create appropriate test data, which could resemble the human vitals.
We generated test data using Node-Red for three basic parameters heart rate, blood pressure and
breathing rate. As already mentioned in Section 3, these parameters have widely been used by the
clinical researchers for identifying the presence of anxiety or stress.
Although Music therapy can be useful for dealing with numerous medical conditions, we
generated test data only to represent 3 states of patients; i.e., “normal”, “stressed” and “exercising”.
The “normal” state represented the healthy status of the patient where he did not need the music
therapy but he could still use the application for playing music, just as a usual media player;
the “stressed” state is the major one as it indicates the anxiety and the proposed system has actually
been designed to detect anxiety and play the appropriate type of music; finally, the “exercising” state
represents that the patient is engaged in physical activity so the system could play the music which
could support him while working out.
Here, it is important to note that each patient will have individual ranges for the physical
parameters, representing the three states. These differences are often influenced by the demographic
attributes such as age, physical fitness level, metabolic rate, etc. This implies that for the final system,
ANN will be trained for each patient so that the customised music therapy solution could be developed
according to the specific requirements of each patient. We considered average values of Diastolic Blood
Pressure, Systolic Blood Pressure, heart rate and breath rate of healthy adult to generate the test data.
The ranges used for defining each state based on the values of these physical parameters have been
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Range of values used for training data for Node-Red.
Parameter
Patient’s State

Heart rate
(Beats per Minute)

Systolic Pressure
(mmHg)

Diastolic Pressure
(mmHg)

Breath Rate
(Breaths per Minute)

Normal

60–65

100–120

80

12–15

Stressed

70–75

110–130

80

15–20

Exercising

90–120

150–170

80

40–50

Five thousand instances were generated for each state from which 80 percent data was used for
training and the remaining 20 percent was used for validation. The remaining training data was then
split again at a rate of 0.3, implying that of the remaining 80 percent data, 70 percent was used for
training and 30 percent for testing. This proportion of training and testing data has been found to be
efficient by the previous researchers working on ANN [53].
Different optimisers and activation functions were used to conduct the tests and study the
variations in accuracy. It was observed that different activation functions did not affect the number
of epochs required for reaching the maximum accuracy; however, the use of different optimisers
influenced the number of epochs. Based on these tests, Adam and ReLU were used as they provided
the fastest convergence. Initially, the system was able to achieve perfect accuracy at 10 epochs with
50 steps per each epoch. However, repeating experiments results in inconsistent performance as for
some observations, 100 percent accuracy was even achieved for the fourth epoch. Clearly, the ANN
could not be trained for this low number in order to avoid overfitting and also to maintain sustainability
of the system in the longer run. When overfitting happened, the data was imported again, reshuffled
and split to retrain, test and validate once again. Finally, 20 epochs were used for training as it was
found that 100 percent accuracy was possible to achieve within 19 epochs (when not overfitting).
7.3. ANN Functionality
In the developed neural network, there was one input layer, one hidden layer and one output
layer. The hidden layer had 10 neurons and the output layer also had one neuron to depict whether the
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patient has stress or not (represented by 0 and 1). Colaboratory, often called Google Colab, was used to
create the neural network, as it offers good integration with TensorFlow and also allows for the user
to access Google’s hardware such as GPU power through their web browser. This implies that using
Colab, the network can be trained quickly from any device even if it does not have high processing
power itself.
The loss function of binary cross entropy was used to predict the possibility of a positive result,
in this case 1 represented the state "Stressed" for the patient. The purpose of ANN was to predict the
most appropriate song based on the patient’s stress level (detected from the mood data) and to update
the song being played based on the continuous monitoring of patient’s stress level. Hence, the goal
was to minimise the difference between the predicted mood and current mood, as the song selection
was based on the predicted mood and it must match with the actual mood data collected from the
patient (from Node-Red for the prototype). The optimiser Adam and the activation function ReLU were
used as described earlier in Section 6.3.
It is important to note that the binary cross entropy algorithm was initially used for training
the ANN and computing the loss function for predicting the mood only. However, since more than
two values were required at the output for treating a wide number of illnesses and emotional states,
the limitation was overcome by adding a new section to Node-Red. Later, the binary cross entropy
was modified to sparse categorical cross entropy so that more outputs can be obtained from the output
layer of the implemented ANN. This allowed the system to enhance such that it could not only detect
the mood but could also include details about physical activity being performed. However, with the
larger neurons at output, the number of neurons and layers had to be adjusted to achieve 100 percent
accuracy. It was found that sticking to one layer and increasing to 100 neurons or adding a second
layer with both having 50 neurons realised the accuracy of 100 percent.
7.4. Data Communication and Management
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) broker was used to communicate the data between
Node-Red and the Android app. This broker is hosted within the Node-Red and picked up with the
Paho MQTT library for Android. The ANN was created with TensorFlow (using Keras API) and trained
by saving test data with expected result over a period of time. Subsequently, the ANN became able to
receive new input data and calculate the mood value, so that it can be included within the Android
app to run locally.
Initially, the TensorFlow model was saved and run through TFLiteConvertor which saved the file
as model .tflite. This file was downloaded and added to the assets directory in the Android project
folder so that it could be used by the app; the structure of assets file has been shown in Figure 5.
An ANN class was created to provide access to the Neural Network. On start-up it populated an array
of mood names, so that the results from the tflite file can be displayed correctly to the user. The main
function of ANN was however predict() which was called from the MQTT class whenever a message
was received. This function loads the asset information for model .tflite as a MappedByteBuffer and sets
it to the variable tflite. Subsequently, predict() inputs each of the tracked values as an array and gets the
predicted value as the output. Since binary cross entropy was in use initially, the prediction is based on
the likelihood of a 1 being the output, therefore result was run through the parsePrediction() function
which returned an int value of 1 for a positive prediction and 0 for the negative. This number could
then be saved as mood for use throughout the app.
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Figure 5. Architecture of assets directory.

7.5. Managing Music
Using the idea of expandability, the music used in the app was moved from the raw folder to
assets/music, shown in Figure 5 . Doing this allows to have subdirectories, unlike raw; therefore,
the asset manager can read the contents of the directory, and the music can be dynamically read
and added to the master playlist. Numbered sub directories were added to the music directory,
each relating to the moods that the app can predict. Each of these directories were read and every track
was added to the master playlist with the number of the directory as its mood value. The music files are
named in the format of trackName.artist.extension allowing for the split command to be used.
With the inclusion of dynamic music building, the user choice was also included within each
mood directory. For this purpose, Set 0 of directories was added to represent the choices. However,
the users will be allowed to play the music of their own choice only when they are in a “normal”
mood where they could choose from different genres of music. On the other hand, when the patient is
under stress, the two allowed types shall include classical and ambient nature sounds, including in
Set 1. These selections have been made in line with the previous research, where it has been found
that classical music [54,55], particularly Mozart [56] can relieve stress and also, it has been shown that
ambient nature noise can also have a calming effect on a person [57–59], due to which we made it the
second choice. Finally, Set 2 in the file structure shown in Figure 5 has been included to facilitate the
patient while performing exercise. According to the literature, fast paced music serves best during
exercise, as noted by [60,61]; therefore, we chose electronics as one of the many genres. In addition,
game themes have been selected. The games often create music that encourages the player to focus and
increases heart rate to enhance the gaming experience. We have similar requirements when assisting a
patient performing exercise, which implies that gaming music is expected to have a positive effect [62].
7.6. Consolidated Operation
Figure 6 presents the functionality of developed prototype, through demonstrating the connections
between all the components. It has been shown that Android app worked based on the combination of
receiving MQTT messages, running the ANN and controlling the media player to provide a smooth
user experience for the patient. The three sections work independently and make calls to one another
in order to maintain a seamless transition between the use of different music types.
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Figure 6. Flow diagram illustrating the integration of ANN, MQTT and media player.

The beginning of operation of Android App has been marked by the reception of an MQTT
message (centre column of the flowchart depicted by Figure 6). First, the app confirms if it has received
a relevant message, if not the message is discarded and otherwise, the relevant variable is updated.
If an update has been made recently, the information is communicated to the ANN to make a new
prediction for the current mood, as seen in the left portion of Figure 6. The ANN file when called,
builds an input array using the values received from MQTT network. The ANN that processes these
values creates a new array of predictions as output. The app chooses the largest value of output array,
as it indicates the most accurate predicted value. Once the ANN has made its prediction, the new data
is saved and compared to the mood value for the current playing track. If the obtained value from the
MQTT message and the one associated with the track being played are observed to be mismatched for
more than 5 min, the skip function runs to deselect the track.
Finally, the right portion of the flowchart (Figure 6) illustrates the functionality of the media
player. This player runs independent of the other java files in the app; however, it uses the value of
mood to build the playlist. A master playlist is generated dynamically from songs which are in the
assets directory. These songs receive a mood and type value based on the directory structure and the
name and artist is obtained from the filename. From this, the media player creates a working playlist
with only songs for which the mood value matches the current mood value. If a user preference is also
set, then songs for which the type matches with the user preference is selected. The media player then
continues to play a track from this playlist and makes the check again; each time the song changes.
8. Expected Implementation Challenges
Due to the lack of music therapy practice in clinical settings and awareness in the general public,
there would be several challenges when integrating this technique of alternative medicine with BAN
and ANN. First, there may be issues with the use of BAN sensors for each patient due to medical
conditions, personal perceptions and beliefs and more importantly, the ethical concerns that relate to
patient’s confidentiality and anonymity. The patients as well as clinical experts may be reluctant to
deploy the automated system as they may not believe in the efficiency of this therapy in the first place
and they may also have questions regarding the usage of data which will be regularly transmitted
to the base station. Therefore, all the stakeholders including the patient, caregiver/attendant and
physicians all must consent for the use of proposed music therapy prototype.
Second, it would be a challenge to develop a generic music sublayer in ANN due to differences in
the music preferences of the patients. Third, the ANN algorithm needs to be smart enough to map
the identified patient’s parameter with the appropriate type of music. Finally, there may not be a
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uniform impact of playing same music for different patients suffering from the same disease; hence,
there would be a strong need to customise the system for each patient.
9. Discussions and Implications
The proposed ANN enabled architecture in the form of a mobile app shall facilitate the patients
and therapist in a large number of clinical scenarios. As seen earlier in Table 1, there has been a long list
of diseases and medical conditions where music therapy has already proved to bring positive patient
outcomes. However, the findings of previous studies could never be realised at large scale until present
due to resources that are required to provide the therapy. Due to the increasing usage of smart phone
applications today, various healthcare services such as remote health monitoring, blood glucose level
tracking, fitness and nutrition assistance, weight management and many others have already become
a reality. Therefore, there remains a gap in the use of smart phones for delivering the alternative
medicine services. Thus, based on the analysis of literature and existing prevalence of anxiety among
the patients throughout the world, we proposed to deliver the service of music therapy using smart
phone application. We proposed an end-to-end architecture for providing the music therapy service to
the patients on their smart phones. The architecture supports conventional remote health monitoring
and management services in addition to the novel contribution of offering automated music therapy.
The BAN sensors are easily available in the market and can easily be deployed to realise the proposed
system. Similarly, ANN has already been used for various healthcare applications and could easily be
modified for predicting the patient’s state and music which could have a positive impact over anxiety.
Finally, the populations today already have familiarity with the Android applications and people
from all age groups heavily use smart phones. Hence, the patients from different population sectors
and age groups including the elderly being treated at care homes, all shall be able to benefit from the
proposed system.
To illustrate the architecture developed in this work, we developed an Android app to realize
the integration of different technologies envisioned in Figure 1. The first step of the architecture is the
collection of data from the patient. To avoid the challenges associated with data collection from real
patients, we used test data generated by Node-Red for developing the prototype; the data which could
provide the insight into the state of patients (whether suffering from anxiety) was generated using
the standard values of heart rate, blood pressure and breath rate. Keras API for Tensorflow was used
for implementing the ANN, and MQTT server was used for communicating the data from Node-Red
to the Android App. Three categories of music directories have been used to contain the music to be
used by the patient or by the application. Hence, all the cutting-edge existing tools have been used to
illustrate the functionality of automated music therapy system.
Based on the data collected from Node-Red and prediction made by ANN, a song/sound track
is played and its impact is observed on the patient’s state. The fundamental goal of the system is to
predict the patient’s state based on the vitals and play the appropriate music which could reduce the
anxiety level. Another interesting point to note about the smart phone app developed in this work is
that its use would not only be limited for delivering the music therapy services. Rather, it can also
be used as a simple media player application where people can play music for leisure or during their
workouts. This strategy would ensure that the patients are not burdened for having yet another mobile
application and all their music needs can be fulfilled simply by using a single app.
In its present form, the developed prototype can be used for conducting the clinical trials. We will
just need to replace the Node-Red data generation module with wearable device which could capture
the vitals data of patients. Moreover, the categories of music (music sublayer) will be designed based
on the further research about the impact of each music type on the patients suffering from specific
diseases. The other components of system including MQTT broker and Tensorflow can still be used to
convey the data to the Android application. The remote health monitoring service which has not been
implemented in the present work will also be included by procuring services of Cloud infrastructure
such as Google Cloud or Amazon AWS.
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It is expected that the proposed architecture would aid the patients suffering from diverse range of
diseases/medical conditions. The need for conducting physical and dedicated music therapy sessions
will reduce, which would provide patients with more independence. In addition, since the anxiety of
the patients can be remotely managed simply through the use of advanced technologies, the healthcare
resources used for dealing with anxiety related issues at present, would be significantly reduced. As a
result, the healthcare cost for the patients, insurance providers and state all could be more strategically
used for dealing with more serious diseases. In addition to the monetary issues, there could also
be certain other factors which could act as a barrier for the provision of music therapy to patients;
for example, the patients could not move due to being elderly or physically impaired, the music
therapists may not be available at the locations or the physical music therapy may not be allowed by
the government due to religious/cultural factors. Moreover, the ongoing pandemic and the advisory
of social distancing associated with it has also discouraged the clinical facilities from providing the
elective or alternative medicine services. In all such situations, the patients could use automated music
therapy mobile application simply from their home without any assistance of music expert, attendant
or even physicians.
10. Conclusions
It has been identified by a wide range of recent clinical studies that music therapy has a strong
tendency to bring improvements to the health of patients, particularly to mental health. However,
the use of this therapeutic technique has been limited due to lack of awareness and trust of the patients
and physicians. Furthermore, in the present scenario, the provision of music therapy services to
the patients requires arranging physical sessions delivered by the music experts. Clearly, due to the
requirement of extensive resources, it is not possible for the clinical facilities to provide regular music
therapy to the patients, and also patients could not afford to attend these sessions. The immobility of
patients, unavailability of music experts, high cost of therapy, and social distancing (at present) all
contribute to limiting the usage of music therapy in the clinical settings.
To combat the above mentioned challenges, this article presented a novel architecture to integrate
the advanced technologies of BAN and ANN with music therapy to facilitate automated delivery of
this service. An Android App has been developed to illustrate the envisioned prototype in this work.
Major components of the app include collection of data from the BAN sensors (achieved through
dummy generated data) about the patients’ vitals and ANN’s prediction of patient’s mood and the
type of music which matches best with the anxiety level. The music file suggested by ANN is played on
media player via Android application on the patient’s handheld device. ANN has also been proposed
to perform Music Analytics to identify the music type, duration and impact on patient’s parameters
to improve the future decisions. Using the developed prototype, the music therapy service could be
extended to large population sizes as it would not require any dedicated resources and music will just
play on the smart phone applications, based on the anxiety status of patients.
In the future, the present work will be extended by collecting real patient’s data and including
the remote health monitoring and management facilities. In this regard, we will need to take ethical
approvals from the host universities and the clinical facilities. Initially, the facilities which already
offer music therapy to their patients will be contacted to conduct clinical trials. The learning process
of ANN will be optimised based on the real data. The music files for each patient will be selected
based on the patient’s customised preferences and the supporting literature detailing the type suitable
for each disease. Thus, an interesting direction of future work would be to monitor the impact of
playing different types of music such as vocal and instrumental pieces, sounds of nature and religious
recitations for each disease. Moreover, we plan to extend the high-level prototype developed in this
system by transmitting the data in real-time to the cloud so that the patient’s information can timely be
communicated to the physician. At present, the decision is locally taken and the music is played on the
smart phone of patient, without informing the physicians. In the future, another application interface
will be designed to keep the physicians updated about the anxiety status of each patient. Using this
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information, the physicians will be able to contact the patients if they need to provide some immediate
assistance. Furthermore, the physicians will also be provided with the option to suggest music for the
patient, if required.
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